
CAKE, QUICK, EASY, MOIST, DELICIOUS 
 
 
You will need a glass, metal or aluminum (disposable OK) 13” x 9” x 2” pan. 
 
INGREDIENTS: 
 
1 standard box cake mix, any brand and variety, regular, NOT with pudding in the mix 
4 large eggs 
1 can (22 ounces) fruit pie filling, your choice, cherry, lemon, strawberry 
 

Note:  That’s it, do not add any other ingredients like oil and or water that are listed on the 
cake mix’s instructions – no need for it – the extra eggs and pie filling are substitutes. 

 
1 jar (16 ounces) prepared frosting, like Duncan Hines or Pillsbury 
 
 
DIRECTIONS: 
 
1.  Dump cake mix into a large mixing bowl. 
2.  Add 4 eggs, mix until incorporated. 
3.  Dump fruit pie filling into bowl, mix thoroughly, scrape down bowl, mix again. 
4.  Spray a 13” x 9” X 2” pan with non-stick spray – I like Baker’s Joy with Flour, but Pam works fine 
5.  Bake at times and temps according to cake mix directions on box.  Be sure to test for doneness with a 
     toothpick or bamboo skewer 
6.  Remove from oven and allow to cool. 
7.  Frost. 
8.  Cover and keep in fridge – stays good for 2 weeks. 
 
 
TIPS: 
 
You can also make this as a (2) layer cake, but you will probably need 2 jars of frosting.  For a sheet cake, I 
usually use about 1½ - 2 jars of frosting, but 1 jar will provide adequate coverage. 
 
This recipe makes a very moist, heavy cake and always goes over well. 
 
This recipe is very flexible.  For example, I like to use a Devil’s Food cake mix and add a can of cherry pie 
filling (you may have heard this referred to as a “funeral cake.”  Here are some other combinations, but feel 
free to get creative: 
 

 Lemon cake mix + lemon pie filling + lemon frosting 

 Strawberry cake mix + strawberry pie filling + strawberry frosting (or white cream cheese vanilla 
frosting) 

 Chocolate (or Devil’s Food) cake + chocolate pie filling + chocolate fudge frosting (or white cream 
cheese vanilla frosting) 

 Spice cake + apple pie filling + white cream cheese vanilla frosting 
 
A white cake mix can be substituted for a lighter-colored cake mix like lemon or strawberry if the exact flavor 
cake mix is not available. 
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